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NUA Sparrow Transitional Kindergarten (TK) and Kindergarten 

 The Sparrow Kindergarten program is comprised of a total of 44 children placed into two 

classrooms, Fairy Wren Forrest with Ms. Helga and Hummingbird Haven with Ms. Gina. The 

ages of the children range from 4.9 years old to six years old. We look forward to developing our 

early childhood community with you. An important part of this is sharing the same information. 

Please read through the Kindergarten handbook, in addition to the NUA Sparrow Parent and Stu-

dent handbook; should you have any questions about what is enclosed, please speak directly with 

your classroom teacher. 

 

Warmly, 

Ms. Gina Marrujo and Ms. Helga Conklin 

NUA Sparrow Kindergarten Teachers 
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Warmth 

 “There is physical warmth, emotional warmth—the warmth of love, of generosity, of true 

morality—and all of these “warmths” pour over and merge with each other. Perhaps most im-

portantly, warmth is the essential ingredient in transformative work. Without warmth we cannot 

change, and the life of the small child is consumed with processes of growth and adaptation. 

Warmth helps us be healthy human beings on many different levels” (A. Blanning M.D., Why 

does Waldorf education talk about warmth so much?). 

 Warmth is essential for comfort, strength, and how we live with each other. Often, the 

young child does not sense their own warmth. Children lose heat faster than adults. Dress your 

child so that they cannot catch a chill indoors (due to air conditioned temperature) or outside. A 

good rule of thumb is to dress your child in one more layer than you would wear. Layers upon 

the chest and belly supports their warmth. With this, the key is warmth, not hot.  

(Please see Appendices i. and ii.) 

 

Nutrition 

 In The Waldorf Kindergarten Snack Book, Lisa Hildreth says, “snacks are not only an im-

portant activity of the day, but they are the day!”  Much planning and thought goes into the joy-

ous experience of each snack prepared in the kindergarten.  The rhythm of meal time and when 

meals are served allow the child a sense of security in finding their place within the kindergarten 

day and within the week and helps establish a healthy digestive system.  Anne-Marie Fryer Wi-

boltt writes in Cooking for the Love of the World that “a diet of wholesome, locally grown sea-

sonal foods lays a foundation for clear, open, and living thinking, a healthy inner life of feeling, 

and a strong will to fulfill our life’s task and purposes. At home, it is important for your child to 
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come to school fed a healthy breakfast with little to no sugar and that lunch also be nutritionally 

packed with protein, fruits, vegetables, grains, and water and free of any sugars, fruit juices, or 

chocolate covered bars. Please no nuts of any kind. 

(Please see appendix iii.) 

 

Allergies, Medication, and Vitamins 

 NUA Sparrow is a peanut free campus. Please do not send any form of food that has pea-

nuts in them to school. This includes ingredients found in granola bars. Use sunflower butter or 

similar alternative if needed.  

 District guidelines state that teachers cannot administer medications unless a prescription is 

attached and the medication is in its original container. Each classroom has its own allergy care. 

Please see your class teacher if you have particular allergy concerns. 

 

Sleep 

 Sleep is a time to strengthen and rejuvenate. In children from birth to age 7, it is the foun-

dation of the child.  During sleep, the body has physical growth. Rhythm supports sleep. From 

the article, “Toward Human Development: The Physiological Basis of Sleep,” Lisa Gromicko 

writes, “The more sleep-deprived a child is, the more excitable he will be, and some children in 

this condition are constantly in various states of arousal.  The stress hormones produced in re-

sponse to arousal tax the liver greatly.  Blood pressure, breath, and heart rate accelerate, as well 

as many other processes, which the heart as central to the rhythmic system must mediate.”  Ac-

cording to the National Sleep Foundation, children ages 6 - 13 need 9 to 11 hours of sleep. Chil-

dren ages 3 - 5 years old need 11 to 13 hours of sleep. That means that a bedtime of 7 - 7:30 p.m. 
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is appropriate. The website, Sleep for Kid (www.sleepforkids.org) gives helpful tips and a typi-

cal bedtime routine that you may find helpful. 

(Please see appendix iv. and v.) 

 

Media 

 The images that we are bringing your children cannot compete with the images that the tel-

evision, computer, and video games impose on your child. Therefore, we ask that there is no 

screen exposure (cell phones, iPads, laptops, hand held games, movies, television, or media) 

the night before or the morning of a school day. Preferably, the child is free from these over 

stimulating activities during the weekend as well. 

(Please see appendix vi.) 

 

Curriculum 

 Young children are impressionable. Imitation is what allows them to live into their sur-

roundings. Through imitation, children learn. At NUA Sparrow, we strive to provide an environ-

ment worthy of imitation so that the child can live deeply into their imagination and creativity. 

Daily rhythm helps build security. The rhythmical life of waking and sleeping is supported by 

daily and weekly classroom activities. Movement, song, gardening, cooking, sewing, water color 

painting, bees wax modeling, and drawing allow for the development of senses and creativity 

while the more defined and focused circle and story time bring togetherness. Support from home 

by providing regular bed times, meal times, rest times and play times further builds security and 

frees the inner life of the child for creative purposes. Rhythm and repetition are important at this 

age. What they learn, they will take with them to the grades; beauty, reverence, and the experi-

http://www.sleepforkids.org/
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ence of being with nature and in community. As we are a public school, California Core stand-

ards are appropriately interwoven with the Waldorf curriculum and are reflected in student port-

folios. 

 

Nature, Gardening, and Recess in the Play Garden 

 

 It has become a reality that the children of our modern world do not get enough exposure 

to the natural world. This might be due to too much time spent indoors involved in media related 

activities, or perhaps economics do not provide enough for families to live in homes with yards 

full of gardens and trees or for families to get away for camping in the wilderness. Whatever the 

reasons, one of the intentions of Waldorf Schools and NUA Sparrow is to allow children plenty 

of time for nature exploration. The kindergarten is a haven full of dirt, soil, and sand; fruit trees, 

vegetable gardens, and butterfly plants; a small fish pool, and trees to hang from. Tools are of-

fered to explore the nature we are able to provide through free play activities such as building 

forts or “cooking” in outdoor mini-kitchens. There is space for children to run, skip, jump, and 

even to sit quietly in shady havens. Recess is 1 ½ hours long, and other than severe heat waves or 

severe rainstorms, the children are taken out to experience nature in all of her glory. In that time, 

large motor skill activities-jump roping, hop scotch, or tag as played during traditional Physical 

Education; Gardening activities-planting seeds, observing butterflies and ladybugs, or harvesting 

vegetables; and Woodworking activities-sawing, hammering, and sanding. Science exploration 

will happen naturally through their play. Organic learning from inside the classroom carries on 

outside in nature. This is an important aspect of our program. 
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Stories, Books and Suggested Reading  

 Stories are the essence of culture, community, and our school philosophy.  This is our 

best teaching tool because it appeals directly to the heart of the human being. Telling stories and 

reading books to our children will not only set the foundation for reading, it also increases their 

imagination and enhance their memory skills. Most importantly, the stories we tell are lessons in 

morality. All of this, and the children think they are just hearing a sweet story. Just be sure the 

story is one you want your child to hear, internalize, and then act out because it is certain they 

will act it out.  

 There are many, many more books out there. This is just a start. Both classrooms have a 

lending library outside the front doors, next to the parent files. Check with your teacher on what 

her guidelines for borrowing are. 

 
Suggestions for telling your child stories: 

• Tell stories you already know (e.g. Fairy Tales) 

• Tell stories about your childhood (e.g. when I was a little boy/girl I grew up on a farm/in the 

mountains/in the desert and we played for hours with the pigs/under the trees/climbing boul-

ders….) 

• Tell stories about what is going on around your child (e.g. what are your pets doing? Who is 

visiting the garden?) 

• Telling stories rather than reading stories, connects you to your child at the heart level and 

helps strengthen a child’s (and our) memory skills. 

• Look for stories with beautiful images, rhythmic qualities, and good moral endings, that don’t 

tell and instruct, rather they show through language. 
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Suggestions for books to read to your child: 

Children of the Forest by Elsa Beskow  

The Brambly Hedge Stories by Jill Barklem 

The Snail’s Spell by Joann Ryder 

The Story of the Wind Children by Sibylle Von Offers 

Millions of Cats by Wanda Gag 

Grandfather Twilight by Barbara Berger 

Abiyoyo by Pete Seeger 

Oxcart Man by Donald Hall 

The Story of Ferdinand by Munro Leaf 

The Lorax by Dr. Seuss 

Owl Moon by Jane Yolen 

The Dragon and The Unicorn by Lynn Cherry 

Miss Rumphius by Barbara Cooney 

Bring the Rain to Kapiti Plain by Verna Aardema 

Peter Rabbit by Beatrice Potter 

Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne 

 

Chapter Books 

 

“When is it time for chapter books? Only you will know when your particular child is ready. 

One important capacity for readiness for chapter books is memory to be able to remember where 

you last left off, and the capacity to be okay with stopping where the story leaves you hanging, 

and waiting until next time to continue” (S. Spitalny, What’s the Story?, p. 54). 

 

The Boxcar Children by Gertrude Chandler Warner 

The Tales of Tiptoes Lightly by Reg Down 

The Chronicle of Narnia by C. S. Lewis 

An Illustrated Treasury of Scottish Folk and Fairytales retold by Theresa Breslin 
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Suggestions for books to read yourself 

 

Fairy Tales (see appendix vii. and viii.) 

Well, I Wonder; Childhood in the Modern World by Sally Schweizer 

Simplicity Parenting by Kim John Payne, M. Ed., with Lisa M. Ross 

Beyond the Rainbow Bridge, Nurturing our Children from birth to seven  

by Barbara J. Patterson and Pamela Bradley 

Positive Discipline by Jane Nelsen, Ed. D. 

Connecting with young Children: Educating the Will by Stephen Spitalny 

What’s the Story? Storytelling with Young Children as a Path Toward Living Happily Ever After 

by Stephen Spitalny 

You are your Child’s First Teacher by Rahima Baldwin Dancy 

Work and Play in Early Childhood by Freya Jaffke 

Storytelling with Children by Nancy Melon 

Waldorf Education, A Family Guide by Pamela Fenner and Karen Rivers 

Sharing Nature with Children by Joseph Cornell 

Last Child in the Woods, Saving our children from Nature Deprivation Disorder by Richard 

Louv 

More Fairy Tales 

 

Websites to look into: 

www.whywaldorfworks.org 

www.waldorfbooks.com 

 

www.Chamakanda.com        

 

www.Positivediscipline.org 

 
 
  

http://www.whywaldorfworks.org/
http://www.waldorfbooks.com/
http://www.chamakanda.com/
http://www.positivediscipline.org/
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Drop off  

 Our morning starts at 8:15 a.m. Children can be dropped off between 8:15 and 8:30. Par-

ents are welcome to come into the room and help their child put their belongings away into their 

cubby and we ask that goodbyes are said at this point. *Please speak in soft tones when in the 

classroom to further maintain the unhurried, gentle experience of the Waldorf-inspired Kinder-

garten. 

 When picking up or dropping off your child, please enter through the courtyard and into 

the front door of the classroom. Dropping off or picking up from the garden play yard door puts 

the kindergarten children in the foot traffic of the graders who are headed up the stairs to their 

classrooms. The front door is where parent information is located as well. 

 

Pick Up 

 Our day ends at 1 p.m. Please be prompt when picking up your children at the classroom 

door as we have children who stay for extended day and are preparing for their nap. Children not 

picked up by 1:10 p.m. will be signed into aftercare and charges will apply. If you know you will 

be late, please call the office to make arrangements for you and your child. If you have con-

tracted for “Nap & Play” program, you may pick up your child between 2:50 and 3. Teachers 

will bring children to the pick-up area. Extended care is by advance contract arrangements and 

closes at 6:00 p.m. 

 

Punctuality 

 Please make every effort to arrive on time. Tardiness breaks the early morning routine, 

other children are often distracted, and the rhythm may be lost. 
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Our program begins at 8:30 and you may arrive in the school yard at 8:15. For those families 

with a long commute, we encourage you to arrive a few minutes earlier and take advantage of a 

little walk, etc about the campus. This can help a young child become more refreshed before en-

tering their room and beginning their day as the beginning of the morning is an integral part of 

the day. Young children need time to transition from the drive to school, saying “good bye” to 

their parents to begin a new day with their classmates and teachers. When the children are not 

given adequate transition and integration time, they can be “out of sorts” for a portion of the day. 

Saying good bye at the cubbies is helpful. We find that the children integrate better if this mo-

ment is not prolonged. 

 

Kindergarten Dress Code and Appropriate Play Clothing 

• Play clothes (please dress in layers) 

• Tennis shoes or closed toe shoes with a back. 

• Please NO sandals, open toe/back shoes, tank tops, kid bras, or tops that expose shoulders or 

show belly.  

• Please have all items free of characters (i.e skulls, Disney, superhero, cartoon figures) 

• Rain gear is needed for rainy days as we will have outside play. No umbrellas please. 

*Please write your child’s name in all of their clothing as well as in their slippers. 

 
Suggestions for indoor shoes: 

 

• http://www.softstarshoes.com/kid-shoes/waldor-montessori-classroom-shoes.html?cat=100 

 

• http://www.palumba.com/clothing/slippers.html 

 

• Tom’s style slip on shoe (or similar affordable brand) with lightweight sole 

 

 

http://www.palumba.com/clothing/slippers.html
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Here is a link to a discussion in Mothering Magazine's site regarding indoor shoes: 

 

http://www.mothering.com/forum/285-waldorf/1128234-indoor-shoes-slippers.html 

 

What to Keep in Cubby 

• Change of clothes including underwear and socks in a large zip lock bag with a disposable bag 

enclosed: 

• Indoor shoes (slippers that have a bottom, are closed toe, have a back and stay on the foot 

when playing. Please no character or light up slippers. 

• jacket or sweater 

• Sun hat  

*If your child will be staying for Extended Care Nap & Play, please bring a child-sized blanket 

and small pillow inside of a pillow case. (Airplane travel size) 

*Children’s toys and other stuffed animals must remain “resting” in the car, where the child will 

be able to play with them after school. One stuffed animal is permitted for nap. 

*On the first day of school, also bring a lunch basket with 2 cloth napkins (one is used as a table 

mat) 

 

Child’s Symbols 

 Your child will be given a symbol to use for identification along with his or her name. 

  

Your child’s symbol is: ___________________ 
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Rhythm of the Day (Generic) 

This schedule will change as children adapt to their new environment. 

8:15   Drop off for school begins 

8:15 - 8:45  Outside Play and clean up 

8:45 - 9:05  Change of shoes and circle time 

9:05 - 10:00 Indoor play, table activities, snack preparation, table setting, clean up 

10:00 - 10:30  Wash-up, Snack, Dish washing 

10:30 - 12:00 Outside Play, clean up, bathroom use 

12:00 - 12:30  Wash-up and Storytelling,  

12:00 - 1:00 Lunch 

1:00   Dismissal for Morning Only Children 

1:00   Nap & Play 

3:00     All children taken to pick up area.  

 

 

Weekly Rhythm 

   Snack       Activity 

Monday  Brown Rice      Drawing 

Tuesday  Oatmeal/butter/maple syrup          Painting 

Wednesday Millet/grated cheese/tamari/sesame seeds Baking 

Thursday   Barley Soup/bread/butter    Seasonal Crafts 

Friday  PARK DAY please provide lunch   Nature Activities 
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*Thursday is Stone Soup Day. The story of Stone Soup is that everyone in the community 

brought 1 vegetable to share and the soup was then shared by all. The children enjoy knowing 

that they are eating the vegetable that they brought and helped to prepare. To help make our soup 

full of delicious (preferable organic) vegetables, we ask that each child bring 1 organic vegetable 

every Thursday morning. 

*A small sized doll whose name is Flower Fairy will go home each Friday with each student 

through the year for your child to care for. That fairy will also serve as a reminder to return her 

with flowers on Monday for our Nature and Snack tables. Flowers can be as lovely as something 

from your garden or bought at the grocery store or Farmer’s Market. 

 

Independent Study/Days at Home 

 Sparrow is an independent study charter program which means that in order for our 

school to receive funding for attendance like other public schools, attendance is measured by the 

work completed by each student. When your child is present in the classroom, that participation 

is part of our program and the work your child does in school counts towards attendance. When 

your child is away from the classroom environment, the child (with your supervision) is required 

to do the equivalent of 4 hours of work per day with your child. To simplify the work load, 

please be sure to keep a copy of the homework sheet provided in the appendices. The Independ-

ent Study work is designed to mimic a school day. Each question on the homework form can be 

answered on separate paper from home with a drawing and a dictation of what the child wants to 

say about the drawing or question answered. This is what needs to be done when a child is away 

from the classroom environment, learning at home. Return the work to school the day your child 
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returns back so that credit can be given for attendance. One sheet is needed per day of away from 

school. 

(Please see appendix ix.) 

 

Health Policy and Illness 

 Hands are regularly washed, dishes are sterilized and teachers and staff discourage shar-

ing water bottles and food. In order to help maintain a healthy environment, we ask that children 

not attend school if they have a fever of 100 degrees, are coughing excessively, have a conta-

gious disease such as chickenpox, strep, scabies, or other contagious illness. If they are not feel-

ing well enough to participate in a full morning of activities, it is better for them to have a day of 

Independent Study at Home.  

 

Friday Park Day 

 Information will be provided by Sparrow as a whole. Fridays are an independent study 

day and Field Day Friday is an optional outdoor experience held at CAMP CAHITO near Balboa 

Park. Drop off is typical of our day, 8:15 - 8:30. Please no tardies as it is difficult to connect 

child to teacher during a nature walk and such experiences the children have embarked on. 

• Pick up is at 11:45, curbside. 

• Please send a healthy snack or small lunch in a basket with a napkin and water for your child. 

• At 12, they will be taken to after care. If you choose not to participate in Field Day, an inde-

pendent/home study assignment sheet must be completed. 
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• All children must wear appropriate clothing and shoes suitable to climbing dirt hills, logs, and 

running. Closed toed, closed back shoes such as tennis shoes are appropriate. No bare shoul-

ders please. Rain gear is necessary for rainy days. 

 

Safety 

 NUA Sparrow has multiple fire and earth quake drills each year. Indoor shoes are im-

portant to have as the children must go outside for fire drills and are needed to protect their feet. 

 

Discipline 

 Parents are encouraged to read Positive Discipline, by Dr. Jane Nelson. Positive Disci-

pline is our school discipline program. 

 

Volunteering Guidelines 

How to help: 

Volunteer in classroom, cut materials at home, grocery shop, acquire supplies for projects, drive 

for field trips, wash laundry, and more. There is a sign up for Shutterfly for our daily snack, laun-

dry and flower fairy offerings. Please be sure to use the Shutterfly sign up. 

 

When in the classroom: 

Please be sure to speak in soft tones. 

Leave discipline to teacher but do alert teacher to a situation that needs immediate attention. 

Please do not leave the room with a child before telling the teacher. 

Direct children who need to use the bathroom to teacher. 
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Please use the sign-up sheet posted at the classroom door to sign up for volunteer time. 

**PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU ARE FINGER PRINTED by LIVESCAN BY YOUR DATE 

OF IN CLASS OR PARK DAY VOLUNTEER TIME. Please see Neda in school office. 

 

Live Scan 

 In order to be a volunteer in the classroom, Friday Field Day or on field trips, each adult 

must be fingerprinted through Live Scan. Live Scan will give you a receipt that you must bring 

back to the NUA Sparrow office to show that it was submitted so that Lakeside School District 

can be notified. Live Scan will then send to the school office the required paperwork. Once the 

paperwork from Live Scan is received, the adult is eligible to volunteer. This only needs to be 

done once is valid during your child’s enrollment at NUA Sparrow.  

(Please see Appendix x.) 

 

Field trips 

 Field trips are different in kindergarten than in the grades. In kindergarten, we are 

building rhythm, routine, classroom community and connection to our larger community. The 

destinations are meant to enhance this connection versus enhancing academic learning as in the 

grades. There are a few field trips tentatively scheduled each kindergarten year; the pumpkin 

patch in October, a puppet show in February, and a to a garden or farm in April/May. These trips 

may require a small fee and parent drivers. Drivers must have their Live Scan paperwork in the 

school office along with proof of automobile insurance. 
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In school birthday celebrations 

 In school celebrations of your child’s birth are celebrated on or near the birthdate with a 

special story and cut fruit as a treat from home. Parents (and grandparents) are invited to attend. 

Parents are to arrive at 11:50 and wait on bench outside classroom. A child will come to greet 

you and invite you in to the celebration. 

First Grade Age Policy 

 Our younger class children are classified as Transitional Kindergarten (TK) and the older 

children in our class are classified as Kindergarten. Children who are not yet six years old by 

June 1 are will enjoy a second year of Kindergarten while the older children go to first grade who 

are six years old by June 1. First Grade is formed by both classrooms of children who are age 

ready. The posting and hiring of a first grade teacher begins in spring.  

 

Report Cards and Conferences 

 Report cards are distributed twice each year; November and June. Transitional Kindergar-

ten (TK) and Kindergarten children have different program objectives. The report card is de-

signed accordingly and is different than the report card used in the grades. Parent / Teacher con-

ferences are held in November and in March. 

 

Parent Files 

 Your parent file is located at our classroom’s front door. Files are listed by your child’s 

name.  These files are used for school communication. Any birthday invitations you are deliver-

ing to each other’s child may be placed into these parent files as well. Please be sure to check 

your file regularly. 
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Parent Meetings 

 There is one mandatory school meeting and four Early Childhood Joint parent meetings 

scheduled. We encourage you to arrange babysitters, your work schedule, etc. ahead of time so 

that you may join. Early Childhood Joint Meetings are held in the auditorium where we share in 

a festival presentation or guest speaker. Here, we also have a chance to connect with new friends 

from both kindergartens. The first school meeting is held BEFORE school begins on THURS-

DAY, AUGUST 20, 6 - 8 p.m. This meeting will be our first meeting of the year for all of NUA 

Sparrow and it is expected that each household have one parent or both in attendance. There is 

no child care provided during meeting times. The remaining kindergarten meeting dates are:  

9/10, 11/4, 1/6, and 4/6 from 6:30 - 7:30. 

 

Photography, Cell Phones, and Laptops 

 We are a screen free campus. When in student areas, please refrain from using any screen 

or hand held device. If needed, please go to the parking lot to place a phone call on your cell 

phone. We also ask that you refrain from taking photographs unless you are on a field trip or dur-

ing outside Festivals such as May Fest. In which case, please do so discreetly as to allow the 

child to live into their imagination and play undisturbed. Photos may be uploaded to the class 

Shutterfly site to be used at the end of the year for the school year book. We understand that 

there are many precious moments you would like to capture, your class teacher will post photos 

on occasion to Shutterfly so that you may see the beauty of the curriculum and play. 
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Festivals Throughout the Year 

 Participating in festivals is a wonderful way for families to build community within our 

school. Below are the festivals particular to TK and Kindergarten children. 

 

October Michaelmas, Dragon Play (performed by grades) 

 

November Lantern making and Martinmas Lantern Walk 

 

December Babushka, Spiral Walk 

 

February Expressions of Friendship at Valentine’s Day 

 

May  Spring Fest (All School Festival and MayPole Song/Dance) 

 

June  Fly Away Ceremony  

  (Kindergarten moves up to First Grade and TK becomes Kindergarten) 

 

 

Office Hours 

Please call office or email teacher to schedule. 
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